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household in
the country
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letter from
Prime Minister
Boris Johnson
in March 2020
announcing
the launch of
lockdown.

15 March Health Secretary Matt Hancock asks over 70s and those with underlying health conditions
to stay at home as much as possible for up to 12 weeks.
21 March Schools close except for vulnerable children and those of key workers.
23 March Coronavirus emergency legislation passed in Commons. Non essential shops close,
weddings cancelled, two metre distancing. 2.5 million vulnerable people told to stay at home.
26 March Chancellor Rishi Sunak announces furlough scheme. Government will pay workers placed
on leave due to the pandemic 80 per cent of their average earnings.
5 April Prime Minister Boris Johnson goes into hospital after showing coronavirus symptons.
12 April Boris Johnson released from hospital saying “the NHS saved my life”. UK death toll passes
10,000.
10 May Government announces new slogan: `Stay alert-Control the virus-Save Lives`. Outdoor sports
courts re-open.
13 May Garden centres re-open.
1 June Children in Reception, Y1 and Y6 may return to school. Up to 6 people can meet outside
following social distancing, those shielding can exercise outside once a day. Car showrooms open.
13 June People living on their own may form a support bubble with one other household.
15 June Non-essential shops re-open, so can zoos, safari parks and places of worship for private
prayer. Face coverings required on public transport.
17 June Premier League football returns to action behind closed doors.
23 June Social distancing becomes 1 metre plus.
4 July Pubs, cinemas, restaurants and hairdressers re-open. Weddings for 30 people permitted.
Religious services but no singing.Two households can meet inside whilst socially distancing.
6 July Those shielding allowed to meet 6 people outside and form a support bubble.
24 July Face covering required in shops.
25 July Indoor gyms, swimming pools and sports facilities re-open.
15 August All leisure activities open with the exception of night clubs. Wedding receptions permitted
for up top 30 people.
1 September All children start returning to school.
14 September As cases go back up restrictions return. A limit of six introduced on the number of
people who don’t live together who are able to meet. Fines for breaching social isolation rules.
22 September Tougher new rules include a 10pm curfew for bars and restaurants, wider compulsory
use of facemasks and heavier fines for non-compliance. Home working where possible.
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Introduction

O

ur thanks to all those who have contributed to this record of
Covid-19 lockdown. In our small community there is a
kaleidoscope of experiences with stories from a variety of local
residents including NHS staff, parents, home workers, business people
and children. These stories relate to the initial wave of the virus before
the reduction in cases which led to an easing of restrictions but was then
followed by a reintroduction of some of them as cases went back up.
Scroll down to view the stories or click on the links below. We start with
the way our community came together faced with the challenges of a
new way of living. You may need Adobe Acrobat Reader (a free
download) if you experience problems with the links.
Community in lockdown Our world changes Page 4
Page 7
Making lockdown interesting Page 10

The pharmacist`s view Page 12

No more global travel Page 15

Pre lockdown victims Page 16

A Physio`s dilemma Page 18

Early panics Page 21

The Test Page 24

A business in trouble Page 26

The Midwife Page 28

The Music Makers Page 30

Children Talking
Page 34

Working in a food bank Page 36

The new baby Page 38

Camera tells the story Page 41

The virtual social life Page 43

DIY benefits Page 45

Home schooling roller coaster Page 47

VE Day Page 50

First times Page 53
Any views expressed are not necessarily those of the editors.
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Community comes together

Lockdown has its downside. But the upside has been the discovery that
the community spirit of World War Two is still very much alive in our
neighbourhoods.

T

his is the story of just one community – The Crescent in Henleaze
and three adjoining roads, Montroy Close, Cyprus Grove and Hill
Burn.

As lockdown loomed Liz Newman, The Crescent`s Neighbourhood
Watch Co-ordinator proved the catalyst for pulling together existing
volunteers - normally responsible for organising street parties, carol
singing at Christmas and children`s Playing Out sessions - and forming
a new WhatsApp group, masterminded by Hannah Hedinger, aimed at
offering support to those who might need it. Leaflets went out to all the
households explaining what was planned.
The idea quickly took off. Within days, the list of residents joining up had
reached double figures. Offers came in to pick up shopping and
pharmacy supplies for the self-isolating. Those joining the queue at the
Post Office took requests from the self-isolating to buy stamps and post
parcels. People posted that they were going shopping and asked if they
could pick anything up for someone else. The results would be left in
porches with a ring on the doorbell. Even a call for spring onions for
someone`s supper was quickly answered with a bunch on the doorstep.
Residents found they were getting to know their neighbours – not just the
ones next door but all along the road. New friendships developed which
will continue long after lockdown is finally over.
As the need for PPE accessories became apparent residents with
sewing skills decided they would use the enforced time at home to help
out. Jill Hazell, a former West End wardrobe mistress, offered to make
laundry bags for NHS staff to
take their dirty uniforms home
in to wash. An NHS clinical
pharmacist, Vicky Ruszala,
working at Southmead Hospital
and living in The Crescent was
quick to respond and soon
delivered the first orders to
grateful colleagues. An appeal
by Jill on the WhatsApp group
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for raw materials resulted in her front living room being quickly filled with
duvet covers and pillowcases.
Soon the production line was being
augmented by two other neighbours, Sue
Finney and Kate Wright. A request then came
from Vicky for head bands with buttons for
nurses to attach their face masks. Michele
Barbour stepped in producing over 100 with
the help of her mother – fitted in between
home schooling and online lecturing at Bristol
University. Calls to local care homes found
they were in great need of wash bags and
headbands as well. Soon supplies were being
dropped off to them too. In all 180 bags and
170 headbands were produced.
At the same time, Kate Wright, got her 15
strong cycling group to join the action.
Between them they produced 160 wash bags
using 500 donated Glastonbury Festival tea
towels, resulting in a spectacular look, for other
Bristol Hospitals.
When the wearing of face masks became more prevalent Jill put up a
WhatsApp post offering to make them for local residents for a modest
cost. The proceeds went to one of the many small charities hit by the
lockdown, Avon Riding for the Disabled, where Jill is a volunteer. She
raised £200. That mission completed she then began making masks for
local refugees where there is considerable demand. A batch of 40 was
quickly delivered and a regular supply soon followed. Eventually she
produced more than 650.
In a scenario no doubt
repeated in communities
throughout the country, one
resident looked after elderly
neighbours as well as two
families who were vulnerable
because of existing high risk
medical conditions - braving
the Waitrose queue and then
delivering to them each week.
A make do and mend spirit
emerged with exchanging
and giving away plants, food,
5
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furniture, and keep fit equipment like weights and chest expanders – the
latter two going to restless teenagers.
The regular eight o`clock clap for the NHS and other key workers on
Thursday nights further strengthened the community spirit with
neighbours offering greetings from a safe distance, sharing experiences
and getting to know each other better. A chance, too, to applaud their
NHS worker neighbours. Some musical stars have emerged. There was
guitar music from Jon Aldous and his son George with requests at one
end of The Crescent (Montroy Close) and at the other a family band led
by John Barnett where instrument playing neighbours, encouraged by his
wife Helen, also join in.
The VE Day celebrations In May
were another opportunity to
enhance the community spirit as
residents partied in their front
gardens and chatted to
neighbours whilst staying socially
distanced. See the pictures on
Page 50.
With supermarket donations for
Foodbank, the charity helping feed
the most vulnerable, inevitably
dropping off during lockdown local
resident Sally Falconer Hall,
appealed for donations. Husband
and wife team, Kate and Tony
Wright, who volunteer for the charity, were on hand to help get the
donations where they are needed. Bags of provisions now regularly
appear on both doorsteps. Another resident has been organising food
donations for Borderlands, the charity supporting refugees, which has
also been hit by the effects of Covid-19.
The WhatsApp group has even proved useful for do-it-yourselfers. With
lockdown providing opportunities to get those little jobs done there have
been appeals for guttering and pieces of corrugated iron which have
found people scouring sheds and garages to answer requests.
So it seems that the lockdown has unlocked the community spirit which
was already there but needed something to spur it into action. And it has
shown the power and effectiveness of social media in a crisis.
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The world changes overnight.
Hannah Hedinger has two boys, Jasper aged 9 and Toby 7. Her husband
Peter is a software engineer. Here Hannah outlines the challenges
confronting her as lockdown arrived and how she faced up to them.
ropping the children at school Wednesday before lockdown there
was a real sense of grief that was overwhelming. Some of the
teachers were teary, there was so very little time to say goodbye.

D

A week earlier, as the news heightened with the coronavirus pandemic,
so did the activity at school. On Wednesday 18th March, which was two
and a half weeks before the Easter break, and should have been any
other day, the children had come home with a letter and a yellow A4
Home Learning blank workbook. The letter explained that, due to
coronavirus, school would be closing on Friday 20th March! What? Was
school really closing two weeks before the Easter holidays? There was a
disbelief and sense of confusion amongst the parents in the school
playground at pick up time. What would we do in the next two weeks, in
the next four? When will the kids go back to school? How are we going
to cope? Are we really expected to teach our kids at home? Being asked
to home school felt like being told to climb a mountain, but with no
resources, no company and no equipment. An
uphill solitary struggle all the way.

“

On Friday 20th March the atmosphere at the
end of the school day was tangible. There were I felt a sense
tears of disbelief that school was ending so
of grief and
abruptly. Tears of sadness as we said goodbye
to the teachers –they had barely taught the kids sorrow at the
for half an academic year. I felt a sense of grief
scale of the
and sorrow at the scale of the situation. I
wouldn’t be doing the school run any time soon. situation.
My kids wouldn’t be seeing their teachers or
school friends anytime soon. Tears welled up in
my eyes as we left the school playground
overwhelmed by my emotions, thoughts and feelings. Yet, from the
outside, the majority of kids seemed to take it in their stride, blissfully
unaware of what the coming weeks and months will hold.

”

Everything seemed overwhelming in the early stages of lockdown. As a
housewife I had been used to having space and time at home during the
week. When lockdown was enforced, my husband and my children were
home 24/7. Not a moment apart. It was intense. No personal space. No
time to think. Constant questions. Nowhere to be quiet. Lack of space.
The walls closing in on me.
Sometimes in the morning I would wake before everyone else and go
downstairs to enjoy a quiet cup of tea in the lounge and a chance to write
7
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in my journal. I would sit in the bay window and watch the world go by,
yet the world was not going by, it was locked up in its houses. Few
people or cars passed by the window. You could hear new prominent
noises. The birds would sing at a volume not heard before. It was
strangely pleasant.
Coronovirus was everywhere –on the news, on the radio, online. The
daily death toll, the doom and gloom of the situation permeated my mind.
I felt overwhelmed when I heard Boris Johnson had coronavirus, not just
sorry for him, but also, what are we going to do if our country has not got
a leader.
Now that we wouldn’t see each other on the school run or weren’t
allowed to meet up, WhatsApp groups and messages were the place to
communicate, and they seemed constant. Questions about school work
from parents, suggestions to set up a WhatsApp group for the children
(no!). I found that the constant pinging of my phone was an interruption,
a distraction, causing me stress. SO, I decided to
turn off all notifications and look at my phone when
I chose to do so, rather than be lured to it by
another notification. It was liberating, such a relief.
I miss the
In a world that was out of control I felt I had clawed
school run.
back just a small sense of control in my own life. A
small battle won.
I miss

“

chatting
with other
parents

Home Schooling

I miss the school run, I miss chatting to other
parents, I have no time to myself to find the time to
do something for myself and I have had real low
days. Home schooling was difficult especially at the
beginning. One Monday I switched on and opened
up the teaching that I was going to have to do,
looked at it and simply cried because the job was so enormous. I felt that
I didn’t want to do this.

”

Homeschooling has been a challenge. It has also been a battle
emotionally, physically and mentally, on all of us. I’m not a teacher, but I
want my kids to maintain their learning, so we have set a routine for
home learning Monday – Friday. The dining room has become the
classroom. We’ve eaten our packed lunch in the summer house each
day. Tablets and laptops have been essential to watch video clips of
learning sent by teachers, or to do online maths, spellings, times tables
and English comprehension. We’ve had to adapt and change things as
we go, and it’s been a learning curve. Maths and English has been our
priority each day. We bought some Year 3 & Year 4 Maths and English
Collins workbooks for our boys to work through each day. Also, each
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week School provided resources and a ‘home learning challenges’
worksheet on their website detailing, albeit minimal detail at times, the
work assigned for the week for each given subject. On many an occasion
I felt overwhelmed by the task at hand. Often I was reduced to tears
trying to understand the work that had been set and the dread of having
to attempt to explain it to my children and motivate them to do some
work.
It has been a real battle sometimes, keeping the schooling going but also
being responsible for their progress. Children don’t like that their parents
have to do this and say you are not a teacher.
At times, I’ve had to remind the children that the work set has not been
set by me, but by their teachers. I have been on the receiving end of
anger and aggression at doing the school work,
had to cope with meltdowns, hiding under the table,
rolling on the floor in protest, running off to the
It has been lounge to hide under a blanket. Home should be
home, a safe place, a family place, not a make shift
a lonely
school that would receive a rating from Ofsted
time without (Office for Standards in Education) that ‘requires
improvement’ or more realistically is in ‘special
much
measures’.

“

support.

It has been a lonely time, without much support.
I’ve had an acute awareness that as parents we
have all been struggling. I’ve not had the same
capacity as usual to support others as I’ve been trying to keep us afloat.
We had emailed the teachers with a summery and some photos of the
work each week, and on occasions the boys would be awarded an
electronic Head Teachers Award. If at school they would receive a sticker
from the Head for a special piece of work they had done, but these ones
came via email or sometime via a postcard. This made the boys smile for
a moment and offered some positive feedback for all the efforts they
made to attempt some school work at home. It felt a bit like a pat on the
back for me too. I’m sad that they have missed so much school but we
have learned things about each other and ourselves along the way.

”

The reality is that my children will not finish this year at school, hopefully
they will be back in September but we don’t know. The reality is one of
grief of sometimes things being overwhelming. But despite everything, I
know we are lucky, we have a nice garden, we are not in a block of highrise flats. We have a pleasant place to live but the reality is that this
lockdown is very, very hard.
Next Hannah relates how she tackled lockdown with her two young boys
Jasper and Toby by coming up with some innovative projects.
Return to Index
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Making lockdown interesting
Facing the challenges of lockdown with games, socially distanced trips
out, gardening and even their own version of a school fair. Hannah
Hedinger describes her recipe for helping sons Jasper and Toby cope.

U

sually we would go out for a meal for a birthday, or arrange to
celebrate with family and friends, but birthdays in lockdown are
different. Peter and the boys cooked us a special breakfast
inspired by BBC Good Food. It was an ‘Egg-in-the-hole smoked salmon
and avocado toasty’. We spend the day at Purton, exploring the ‘ships
graveyard’ along the Sharpness canal that runs parallel to the River
Severn. We kept our distance from other visitors, stopping along the path
at intervals to allow a 2m distance as we passed by one another. After a
picnic lunch we headed home and had a cup of tea with a slice of
homemade birthday cake in the garden, just the four of us. Rather than
having to cook yet another meal for dinner, as every other day in
lockdown, we indulged in a curry from a local Indian Restaurant. It tasted
delicious and even better because I didn’t have to cook it!
The veggie patch. We dug it out and found a
smaller patio underneath. We had two tons
of topsoil delivered. The best thing was
taking soil from the front in a wheelbarrow
and putting it on the patio. We’ve grown
tomatoes, potatoes, sweetcorn, courgettes,
runner beans, dwarf beans, onions, carrots,
beetroot, parsnips, radishes and ornamental
gourds!
In anticipation of lockdown we bought lots of
seeds and materials for making a garden.
We got a pond liner from someone who was
giving it away and dug a pond

“In anticipation
of lockdown we
bought lots of
seeds and
materials for
making a
garden.

”

Knowing that we would be at home for an
unforeseeable time, I took the opportunity to
stock up on compost (3 bags from Henleaze garden centre!) and a
number of vegetable seeds, along with some wild flower seeds to attract
the wildlife to the garden. We used SusWot (Sustainable Westbury-onTrym, a local group) to buy some additional herbs. Whilst on one of our
many daily walks for exercise, we also found a house along Grange Park
selling plants amongst which were some pepper plants, so we duly
donated our 50p per plant, the proceeds of which were going to the NHS
Charity, and took home 3 pepper plants. With garden centres closed, it
was good to see plants popping up for sale locally out the fronts of
people’s houses and to take advantage of that.
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Jasper’s Cubs group (62nd Bristol Seeonee group) adapted quickly to
lockdown and rather than meet at ‘the hut’ on Monday evening, the
leaders arranged for the cubs to meet via ‘Zoom’. They organised a wide
range of activities from a scavenger hunt, to an exercise workout, an
online pictionary game called Scribblio, plus visits from special guests
such as the reptile man where the cubs got to see and learn about a
wide range of reptiles, and also a curator of the Army Flying Museum
who gave a tour and a talk! In addition to this there was also the
opportunity to earn cubs badges, including a specially designed badge
for lockdown! It’s amazing how even cubs groups have kept going and
found new and inventive ways to function remotely.

“

We have tried to do some of the things that they
would have done at school so we’ve had a school
fair including a tombola with teddies. We held it,
We held a
with just the 4 of us, at home. It took some thought
and effort, but was great fun and has made some
school fair
lovely memories. The school fair usually involves a
with just the number of stalls, games, raffle, cake sale and a
lunchtime BBQ. So, we recreated all that we could.
four of us
The tombola items came from the kitchen
cupboards. We baked our own cakes. We
recreated the favourite games of lucky dip and
choco-lotto. To recreate the teddy bear in a bag
lottery we took all the boys soft toys from their beds as they slept the
night before and bagged them all up ready for the game the next day!

”

https://photos.app.goo.gl/4dQ38g8M7HBqxSN18 If link fails to load, copy and

paste into your browser address bar
The planning, execution and buzz that it created was well worth the
effort. We even sent photos and a video link to the boys school teachers,
and had emails back from them, as well as the head teacher
commending us on how creative we were and how they wished they
could have been there too!
There has been more screen and TV time that usual during lockdown.
Some friends recommended the Junior Great British Bakeoff to us, so we
began watching and it has become a bit of a family favourite to watch
together. It has inspired us to bake bread, biscuits, apple and cinnamon
buns, lemon roulade to name a few. The boys interest in cooking and
baking, as well as peeling and chopping things to help prepare dinner,
has increased greatly during lockdown, which has been a positive
element.
Jasper and Toby give their thoughts on lockdown in Children Talking on
Page 34.
Return to Index
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The NHS Pharmacist

Vicky Ruzala works as a clinical pharmacist. She was on secondment at
Bath’s Royal United Hospital when Covid hit but returned to her former
position at Southmead hospital. She specialises in diabetes. Here she
gives her perspective of working in the NHS as the pandemic arrived.

W

hen Covid-19 hit it was all hands on deck to figure out how to
keep patients safe and pharmacy had to ensure we could supply
the meds needed to continue operating within the hospital as
close to normal as possible. A lot had to change!
My husband Simon’s job means he works throughout Europe. He was
still flying to France and working in London a few days a week. When we
started to hear about Covid-19, nothing was changing at work or at
home, however we were both very aware of what was happening in the
rest of Europe.
I wasn’t worried at first, I didn’t understand
what all the fuss was about. We were
watching it happening in China, but it felt like
a world away and we had seen episodes like
this before such as SARS and bird flu. Then
the reports started to come out of Italy and it
started to feel more serious. A friend of mine
working in Southampton had started to see
Covid-19 patients and he warned me ‘This is
serious. It’s like nothing we’ve seen before
and I’m not sure what’s going to happen
next’.

“reports
… then the
started
coming in from
Italy and it
started to feel
more serious.

”

We hadn’t admitted any patients to
Southmead at that point, so we had no experience and were preparing
based on what our NHS colleagues in London were telling us. But
nothing seemed to be coming from government.

Through my work in diabetes I was part of a WhatsApp group of leading
medics and allied health professionals. Many of these were connected to
colleagues in Europe, who began to share what they were seeing.
People with diabetes were emerging as a high-risk population and so we
were all actively involved in trying to determine what needed to be
shared with our non-specialist colleagues to keep patients as safe as
possible.
In London numbers with the disease were rising, but international travel
was still taking place I had friends who went to Tenerife on holiday the
day before the Spanish lockdown! The official story was vague and didn’t
make it seem serious, like the UK was untouched and could carry on as
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normal. Medical professionals kept saying ‘this will go horribly wrong’ but
still big events like Cheltenham races were allowed to happen. As far as
most people were concerned, these events taking place meant there was
nothing to worry about.
Then came lockdown on March 23rd, but there seemed to be no
adequate pandemic planning. We had no stores of PPE, no
understanding of how to protect ourselves and our patients. The
specialists started saying that the public should be wearing masks to
slow down transmission in early April. We didn’t wear them in the hospital
when we weren’t in clinical settings as there weren’t enough masks to go
round. We started from zero and from the beginning we have been
running to keep up.
We prepared at Southmead as most other NHS Trusts did. We stopped
all elective work and discharged as many patients as possible to free up
beds. On a normal working day, we have nearly 900 beds and work at
95% capacity. In lockdown we had nearly 300 empty beds. We prepared,
stocked and staffed a Nightingale hospital
for ventilated patients. The medicine supply
The medicine chains weren’t prepared for the level of
demand and we frequently had to consider
supply chains
how to use alternative medicines or support
weren`t prepared new guidance that was being written to treat
Covid-19 patients. We prepared for
for the level of
disaster… but it never came.

“

demand ......

Our working patterns were altered to
provide longer access to pharmacy services
seven days a week. I increased my hours to full time and put my children
into nursery an extra day a week. Simon changed to working from home
full time which was different – we were used to him being away for half
the week! Our personal lives became smaller, but we were lucky. The
children were too young to be at school so didn’t suffer in the same way
and were still going to nursery. Both of us were still working and had a
very normal working pattern that wasn’t being juggled with childcare. We
realised how often we would see friends and how often we were away at
weekends, but we never became as isolated and lonely as many did.

”

No one was coming to A&E because they were scared. The pubs were
closed and the cars were off the road so the usual accidents weren’t
occurring. Nationally we saw that a third of the numbers of strokes and
heart attacks were presenting at the hospital. We weren’t doing elective
surgeries or running most outpatient clinics. Visiting was also stopped.
The hospital felt very empty.
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The lack of patients meant that work actually changed for the better in
many ways. The NHS can be a difficult organisation to work for and it is
very difficult to introduce change. Money is split into different pots and
there are barriers to working across specialities and sectors. It is not an
efficient system and funding and communication are always an issue.
Covid appeared and suddenly money was
available to instigate change. Decisions were
made quickly, and frontline staff were given
priority. Their demands to keep patients and
staff safe were recognised and initiated
without endless consultation and
compromise. The reduction in patients meant
we had time and energy to look at our
processes increase our efficiency and safety.

“ The most
obvious need
was to improve
our access to
technology.

The most obvious need was to improve our
access to technology. In a matter of weeks
we were able to purchase and install
programs and train staff to carry out virtual consultations. People didn’t
have to come to the hospital and it meant we could continue our
outpatient work whilst keeping our patients safe and ensuring the most
vulnerable still had access to the specialists that they needed.

”

I believe the biggest impact that could have been made in keeping the
number of coronavirus cases down nationwide was to have shut the
borders when coronavirus hit Europe and stopped all the flights. The UK
could have been like New Zealand.
Next Vicky`s husband Simon describes how Covid-19 has permanently
changed his working and home life.
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The Global traveller

Simon Ruzala works for DEVOTEAN a management technical
consultant company present in 18 countries, working to improve
business performance.

T

he positive side has been that Covid-19 has slowed people down.
In the run up to the outbreak I was travelling extensively for my
work I would get up to catch a 6 o’clock train to London and then be
flying to various parts of Europe. In the evenings I would have to
entertain people. I was exhausted.
Good working practices for working at home have been developed in my
company. For example within one or two weeks of lockdown, rather than
simply communicating through phone calls, the company was insisting
that everyone on the zoom call had to have the camera on. This was with
the express purpose of picking up on people’s feelings.
My company supports the WHO in terms of following common
sense guidelines . There is an awareness that post Covid-19 lots of
people will suffer mental health problems and this will become a central
welfare issue. There will be a need for counselling and referring people
for support
Working remotely means a need to support social interaction. To do this
we adopted what we called ‘tea time’ sessions every Wednesday 3.30 4.00. In that half hour we are not allowed to talk about anything to do
with work. We tried it once and everyone really liked it so now it happens
every week. Everyone valued it and no one complained that it was a
waste of time.
Coronavirus and working at home has meant I have a lot more time with
my family. It has changed our lifestyle and now we can have pets
because someone is at home to look after them.
I would never want to go back to working in the way that I did
before coronavirus.

Return to Index
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Pre lockdown victims

Charlie McCall describes what her family went through when, just before
lockdown was introduced, first her two children displayed coronavirus
symptons, then her husband Mark.

W

e woke one night to Jasper our 4 year old coughing. Kids get
coughs, it’s annoying when they wake you but it’s a fact of
parenting life. It was the first time a cough had instilled such
dread. He coughed and stopped and coughed and stopped. It makes
you question what is a continuous cough when having one has such
repercussions. In the morning he was still coughing.
As parents we had to have that conversation. He hadn’t been coughing
and now he was, quite a lot. We were going into self isolation and we
had to action it immediately, not after another shop, not after going out
one last time, but immediately. It was daunting, frustrating, emotionally
isolating and quite frankly terrifying! Not the thought of having Covid-19
in the house, but having a 4 and 2 year old stuck
in the house!! We’re an outdoor family. Thank
heavens for sunshine and a garden.

“First the

First the cough, then the fever came a few days
later. Jasper was still up and about but clearly
cough then
not himself. He was short of breath running
the fever
round the garden. A few days later Clara, our
two year old daughter, started coughing and then came a few
the fever. Then Mark. He got the full house,
days later.
cough, fever and complete loss of taste. He
couldn’t taste anything, strong coffee, lots of
garlic, nothing. He was surprised at the
significant loss and what fun is food if you can’t
taste it? He commented at the time that it wasn’t a loss of taste/smell
like when you have a cold. These senses had completely gone awol.

”

It took several months for the research to come out that the loss was
different to having a cold. As Mark said, they just needed to ask anyone
who had had it. I waited for the cough, the fever, the loss of taste to stop
the increased biscuit eating, but it never came. How was I not affected
when stuck inside with 2 kids coughing all over me? At this time the idea
of a silent spreader wasn’t being considered. I had been ill for 24 hrs the
week before Jasper with achy neck, headache, dodgy stomach and
horrible tiredness. Was that my visit from Covid-19? Did I bring it into
the house? We’ll never know.
We were lucky, everyone remained on their feet, coughing but on their
feet. The children never stopped playing, but they weren’t themselves. It
took Mark a couple of weeks for the shortness of breath to really
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subside. He had one night where
that was particularly bad which I
think was a bit of a fright.
The isolation and not being able to
leave the house for 2 weeks was
horrible. Some lovely friends
helped with food deliveries which
was fantastic. We entered self
isolation 3 days prior to lockdown
officially starting. We weren’t
usually online shoppers so getting a
delivery slot wasn’t an option. We embraced online workouts. We all
tried PE with Joe Wicks, the kid mainly watched us doing it! I have some
amusing Strava feeds of my garden runs. 25 mins running in a circle in
the garden can only be achieved with an audio book for company.
The kids got over their coronavirus symptoms relatively
quickly and bounced back as kids do. But while they
were ill their life had been taken away from them. They
couldn’t go to Toybox nursery, they weren’t allowed to see
their friends, they weren’t allowed to go to the shops, they
could only go out once a day, they weren’t allowed on the
swings at the park, and Easter at Grandma’s house was
cancelled. Jasper was angry! He was so angry and
repeatedly shouted ‘how dare they! It’s not fair! I want to
see my friends!’ The raging anger lasted weeks.
To watch a 4 year old go through rage and depression,
withdrawal and then rage again repeatedly was really hard. How do you
explain to a 4 and 2 year old why someone took their world away from
them, without terrifying them. It hugely impacted on sleep. They woke
multiple times each night. Sleep deprivation was huge for all of us. It
was like we had slipped back 6 months (both of ours have been
challenging for sleep since they arrived!). Clara suddenly grew up, she
only had her older brother to play with, she had no contact with her
nursery friends as we don’t know their parents.
Jasper tried to talk to his friends on zoom but it wasn’t for him. He hated
the computer and just wanted to see them in real life. Finally we got the
call that nursery was opening back up in mid June. Those 2 weeks
beforehand were the trickiest mentally for all of us. It was like oxygen to
walk them to nursery, for Jasper and Clara to see their friends, and for
Mark and I to have some space. From the moment they started back to
nursery they started to sleep, smile, talk and relax. We all did.
Next, Charlie explains how the pandemic effected her life as a
physiotherapist.
Return to Index
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The Physio`s dilemma

Trained physiotherapist Charlie McCall offered her services to the NHS
when lockdown loomed. When that didn`t work out she found other
ways to use her skills.
’m a Physiotherapist but usually work privately in Westbury Park. It
has been years since I left the NHS in 2008. The sense that we were
going to war with Covid-19 was everywhere. The professional
platforms were full of horrifying stories about London and Newport and
what the NHS was facing. I still have friends working in London and they
were being pulled back onto ITU to work. I made the decision early on to
sign up to go back to the NHS.

I

For me it was an easy decision, I’m in a vocational healthcare
profession, it’s what you do. It wasn’t an
easy decision as a family though. There was
so many unknowns back in March. Mark
and the kids had never known me as a
hospital worker doing long days and
overnight on calls. And there was the
emotional load to consider. I spoke to the
recruitment agent, gave all my details, listed
my experience, had the identity checks and
was advised the local NHS service would be
in contact within 48 hrs.
We waited and waited. Was I going to be called back in or not? Could
we get the kids back in at nursery if I did? We waited and heard nothing.
It really played on emotions and anxieties. If I was still in London there is
no doubt I would have been called back in. It was hard to talk to friends
there living some awful experiences and feeling like I couldn’t help
because no one would let me. Nor could I go back to London and help.
We have a family, a very dependent family of 2 small kids.
Professionally I spent several months feeling impotent. In the end I gave
up and continued my private work - albeit within the constraints of
lockdown.

Navigating Covid-19 in private practice as a Physio
It was an hour before the pilates class I teach was due to start that Boris
Johnson announced on 16th March that social gatherings must cease. I
contacted everyone to tell them to stay at home. They had paid for a
block of pilates though and I needed to deliver it. I went to the hall where
I held it. A medic friend who usually came to the class offered to come
and help me try and film it. We managed to prop my phone up somehow
(I ordered a stand that week) and after a deep breath she pressed
record. I spent an hour teaching pilates in an empty room talking to my
phone, trying to pretend everyone was there and make it light hearted. It
was one of the most bizarre experiences of my life.
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I’m not one for being in front of a camera. It was a crash course in how
to engage with other humans when they aren’t there.
Within 24 hrs I had signed up to Vimeo and Zoom, services I had barely
heard of before. Another steep learning curve! The fear of putting
something ‘out there’ online and getting the security settings wrong was
immense.
A week later we were self isolating and I had to stop my private clinic
work at Active8. Then the official lockdown started and very quickly I
was suddenly back to stay at home Mum with no work outlet. I really
struggled with this mentally. Private healthcare clinics were never legally
closed down, but we all did because that was the guidance and the
morally correct thing to do. Thankfully I don’t own/rent whole premises
as many I know who do have fallen through loopholes in their insurance
because we weren’t legally shut.
I continued my pilates class from our back room, streaming it via Zoom
to the class members each week from our back room. The back drop of
all the kids toys wasn’t really
the professional environment I
had hoped for, but many
commented that it helped
knowing I was doing it in my
home too. I joked that it felt
like an episode of Playschool
with all the toys, ‘And today
children, we will be looking
through the round window at
pilates’.
I offered online appointments for those needing physiotherapy, but the
reality of it was that from home, and with the kids, I could only do it in the
evening. Telehealth did exist prior to Covid-19, but I wouldn’t be the only
Physio to say the thought of doing online consultations seemed crazy
beforehand. It has now become a thriving industry with my debate about
what the Private Health insurance companies will allow to come back as
physio in the future; remote consultations are cheaper for them to cover,
although nowhere near as satisfying overall for client or Physio.
The industry started to open up again in May, with very strict guidance on
how we could work. Emergencies only. Everyone had to be triaged
virtually first. PPE became like second skin, and very difficult to get your
hands on! There was risk assessments galore and the guidance was
changing continually. I still had the kids at home until mid June and no
headspace or peace and quiet to read pages of government/PHE/CSP
guidance.
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I waited until mid July to open again at Active8. The Osteopath I work
with, Alex Prince, was already back so we were able to discuss how we
could make it work safely together. The admin trail for triaging people
and documenting why we needed to see them face-to-face was
frustrating and time consuming. As healthcare professionals we are
used to dealing with health risk and making decisions and plans with
people based on their need. The risk of unknown litigation has been
huge across the professions as Covid-19 is an unknown entity.
All the guidance never quite covered private
practice. Information was implied but never
concrete if outside of the NHS.

“I have the

utmost
admiration for
friends who
have been
working long
hours in full
PPE in ITU.

”

Seeing my first few client back in clinic was a bit
nerve-wracking but also hugely satisfying. The
cleaning is extremely time consuming, ventilating
the room between people, not having crossover
in waiting areas, and pre-checks all eat into your
time and resources. The PPE is really hot to
wear.
I have the utmost admiration for friends who
have been working long hours in full PPE in ITU.
I’ve still seen some people via online
consultation for safety and pragmatic reasons.
Those coming in for assessment and treatment
have been really pleased to be able to see
someone.

I think private healthcare will blend face-to-face and virtual going forward.
There are pros and cons to both. I continue my pilates class online but
hope to be able to get back in a room with people at some point. I miss
seeing people in class. People need to see others and for many the
social aspect is what gets them to an exercise class, the exercise is a
secondary gain.

Return to Index
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Early panics

The onset of Lockdown was an uncertain time. Jill Hazell describes how
she, and her husband Stan a retired journalist, faced up to social
isolation, hospital visits, and the vagaries of on-line shopping.
ooking back to the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic reminds
me of a story my mother once told me about the day war was
declared in 1939. She and her mother went to buy several bars of
chocolate to hide away in a tin, in case there was a shortage later on.
Only in the case of the crisis in 2020, it was toilet paper that people
rushed out to buy!

L

I had already been stuck at home for four weeks as I had broken my
ankle at the end of January. Stan had done all the shopping, cooking,
cleaning etc while I had to sit with my leg up at an angle of 45 degrees. I
finally got the plaster off at the beginning of
March and was painfully learning to walk
again as news that a strange pandemic that
had originated in China was sweeping
The best way to
across the world killing thousands. As it
prevent infection
came closer and closer to Britain, we were
we were told was
told that vulnerable people and those over
to keep 6 feet
70 might have to stay at home to protect
the NHS as it seemed from other countries
away from each
that older people were most at risk. The
other
best way to prevent infection, we were told,
was to keep 6 feet away from each other, to
use gel on our hands when we were out
and wash them, while singing Happy Birthday through twice, each time
we got home. There were great debates going on as to whether cleaning
products that killed 99.99% bacteria had any effect on viruses.

“

”

Stan and I decided to go to Tescos to do a massive shop before we were
locked in. It was a strange experience, with quite a few shelves
completely empty, looking like old photos of Soviet Russia – no toilet
rolls, no hand gel and very few cleaning products. Fresh fruit and veg in
short supply and flour nowhere to be seen.
I had one final visit to the fracture clinic at Southmead hospital on March
16th, the day Matt Hancock told parliament that the country would
probably have to go into lockdown. My family tried to dissuade me from
going, but, because my ankle was still very swollen, I wanted to have the
reassurance that everything was OK. When I got to the hospital, I was
astonished to discover that there were no special precautions in place.
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No notices about social distancing, no extra hand gel and all the seats in
the waiting areas as full as ever.
It was a full week later, on March 26th, that Boris Johnson announced a
complete lockdown of the country. We could only leave the house to
shop, exercise or help the vulnerable. Stan and I were now among the
vulnerable, completely reliant on family and friends for everything we
needed to buy. I quickly became an avid online
shopper buying, amongst other things, a kit for
growing salad leaves and herbs on the window sill
and a bean sprouter. How I imagined they would
feed the two of us, I don’t know. Stan also bought
a bike trainer to go in our front room (which I think
he used twice) and I bought a pair of hairdresser’s
thinning scissors which I am still using today to
keep my hair in order. Stan sometimes stepped in
as Mr Teasy Weazy with jokes like: `Sorry about
the bald patch!`.
As a voracious reader, I missed the library terribly and bought many
books from Amazon as well as swapping some with friends (which of
course had to be quarantined before reading).
Stan had tried to register for Home Delivery services
from all the major supermarkets as soon as lockdown
was announced, but none of them were taking new
customers, so our family came to our rescue and
brought us deliveries of home-cooked meals and fresh
fruit and vegetables.
Our eldest son Johnny, whose business, Early Years
Catering, provides meals for pre-school children in
and around Bristol, found that instead of feeding
almost two thousand children a day, he was cooking
for under a hundred as nurseries were only taking children of front-line
workers. He came to the rescue of many households in The Crescent
and delivered boxes of fruit and vegetables for a few weeks before
recommending that we use the home delivery service of Arthur David, a
company which normally supplies restaurants all over the area, but
which had lost most of its regular business in the lockdown. Our son was
then able to use his kitchen to provide meals for refugees, the homeless
and young people who were coming out of the care system and were
suffering with no normal services open to them.
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We finally managed to get a slot on Asda’s home delivery service which
was a huge relief as we hated being reliant on others and which we have
continued to use to this day.
And eventually the government told us we could drive a mile from our
homes to get exercise. The first
time we drove to the Downs for
a walk, we had a police
helicopter circling overhead,
patrol cars driving continuously
round the area and a couple of
mounted police patrolling on
horseback to make sure no one
broke the social distancing rule.
We later ventured further afield,
sometimes as far as the
Mendips, when the rules - which seemed rather vague - were relaxed.
Our family told us that to stay in touch with each other we must download
Zoom and we soon had our first virtual get-together with most of them,
including several in the States, and sang happy birthday for our great
niece’s 12th birthday.
With restrictions in place on attendance at funerals, we said farewell to
an old friend via a live stream of the service. It seemed strange but
somehow you almost felt you were there.
I think looking back to the beginning of lockdown, it was the uncertainty
that was so unsettling. We followed the news bulletins several times a
day and saw Intensive Care Units in all the major hospitals swamped
with people on ventilators and heard that many hospitals had run out of
PPE (personal protective equipment) so the doctors and nurses were
catching the virus with many dying. No one knew what was going to
happen next, least of all the government or their advisers, who until the
time of writing, seem to change the rules every few days. By late August
2020 over 41,500 people had died of coronavirus in Britain and 835,000
worldwide.

Return to Index
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The Test

Testing for coronavirus has been a controversial issue with differing
reports on the availability of a test and the time it takes to get a result.
This contributor, who asks to remain anonymous, was tested in July. This
is their experience.

A

s is so often the case when one gets older, I was persuaded to go
to a Covid-19 testing centre by one of my children. My son argued
that as we were about to celebrate a big birthday, even though we
all felt perfectly healthy, as one family but different social bubbles it would
be useful to be tested. Besides he wanted to cuddle his new niece
He then went into a long explanation of how in London, as a ‘drive in ‘
Covid-19 test centre was the closest available, they hired a car drove
into the large multi story car park which housed the test centre and got
tested.
They were offered a ‘do it yourself’ option or a nurse who would do it for
them. All children were tested by a nurse. They opted for the assisted by
a medical professional option. Simple.
By the time I got round to being tested a
number of weeks later, things had
changed.
I walked in to the tented test centre at
the back of the Victoria rooms in Bristol.
Warmly welcomed into are largely empty
tent by bouncy (probably) university
students engaging with probably the
most dystopian job ever.
Registering my spouse and myself on
line the previous evening had proved
unsuccessful so a professional looking
lady took down all our details on her
phone, talking very loudly to us when due to the wind whistling around
the tent and the flapping of the canvas, we could not hear what she was
saying.
A curtain was drawn across our cubicle leaving my husband and I with a
table, a mirror and two packages which contained instructions for
swabbing our tonsils and the inside of our noses. No offer of the medical
professional option here - alas.
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We scrutinised the carefully written diagrams pinned to the tent ‘wall’ ,
tried to swab the backs of our throat with the cotton buds provided
without retching, and then inserted the other end of the bud in our
respective nostrils ( much easier ). The final touch was to insert the
cotton bud into a tiny glass test tube with a plastic stopper. This was
triple sealed in a plastic envelope after which, somewhat bemused, we
tiptoed out to the final part of our processing station.
From behind a plastic construction like kiosk, we again had our details
checked. We were requested to drop the envelope
into a pillar box type hole so no touching between
the other humans present occurred.

“I left

thinking
there might
be problems
here.

The whole operation went very smoothly and
carefully managed and 3 days later I received a
text on my phone saying that the result was
negative.

The only blip was the loud complaints of a man
behind us in the queue, who said that he had been
tested over a week ago but had not yet had his
results to which the duty manager patiently
explained that people were just catching on to the
idea that they could be tested free, but that was an indication that they
were free from Covid-19 for only five days. The knowledge that tests
were free and accessible had trebled the uptake in a week, she said .
Not only that some were taking the opportunity to have regular tests not
the once off that had been anticipated. I left, thinking there might be
problems here.

”

Postscript.
My neighbour went to Kellaway pharmacy and paid £25 to have the test
that checked the antibodies of each of her family. When I decided to
have this same test around 5 weeks later . I was told that the
government had stopped them because they were concerned that they
were offering mixed messages.

Return to Index
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A step too far

Barry and Gail Holbrook were running their businesses, Holbrook Dance
Shoes and Right Foot First, which specialised in children`s shoes, in
Henleaze Road when lockdown came. It has forced the closure of both
businesses and the end of an era. Barry`s grandfather had started up as
a shoe repairer in Clifton 90 years ago and his son (Barry`s father) then
took it on as they moved into leather goods and shoe sales and then
Barry took over the business. They subsequently moved to Wellington
Hill West, then Southmead Road before settling at the premises in
Henleaze Road – the former headquarters of MP Charlotte Lesley before
she lost the seat

B

arry:
We thought it would all be over quickly. There`s this virus going
round. Give it six weeks and it will all be over and done with and on
we go. But, of course, it just dragged on and on and caused more
problems for the business as it got more serious.
Gail:
We had put our “back to school” orders in for September which is our
busiest time of the year. It`s like Christmas for us. But now we have been
left with a load of shoes in our garage.
Barry:
After about eight weeks we began
to wonder about the future. We
were still having to pay rent.
Having bought stock just before
lockdown manufacturers were
saying eight weeks on, your thirty
days credit is up. You are starting
to face all these bills with not a
single penny coming back into the
business. I had been putting
retirement off for a lot of years. But it just got to the stage that now was
the time. This sort of pushed me into it.
The trauma of their business suffering under lockdown followed an
earlier crisis in 2002 when a wall collapsed at the rear of their premises
in Clifton. They had to move out for three years, operating from
temporary premises in Henleaze. A construction company, working
behind the building, was subsequently fined £60,000 for breaching health
and safety rules.
Rebuilding the Clfton premises and resurrecting the business, they sold it
when a buyer came up, then started up again in Henleaze with the dance
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shoe business. When “Young Barry” took it over they relaunched the
school shoes trade as well and by the time lockdown hit had established
themselves back in Henleaze Road.
Gail:
This lockdown experience brought all back all the awful memories. The
worries of having to rebuild the business and
not knowing what the future was. After the
traumas of the wall fiasco in Clifton you can
see why we didn`t want to go through
another trauma of trying to keep the
business going. It would have meant getting
stock back up and trying to get customers
coming back in. And there is so much
competition from online these days, with
their reduced prices.
Barry:
But for lockdown we would definitely have
kept going. And Young Barry, who had been
working with me, just as I did my father,
since he was a teenager, was preparing to take over the business. He
had been furloughed although we were topping up his wages. So it was
a huge blow to him when we had to give up. A key part of the dance
shoes business had been the competitions in hotels which created
demand. But, with the hotels closed during lockdown, that disappeared.
Gail:
Since the move to Henleaze “Young Barry” had built Holbrooks Dance
Shoes up from scratch, he had a lot of plans, and he loved it. He rang
me and said he had announced now that he`s going. He had made it his
own and it was taken from him. There were a few tears. It was a huge
disappointment Now he has got another job.
Barry:
We were hoping to find another company to take on the children`s shoe
business. The trouble is we have approached two other retailers, offering
the stock we still have, but they say they haven`t got the finance because
they have been closed for so long during lockdown. So we are left with
£20,000 worth of stock we can`t sell. It`s sad. But at least we had a
successful time in business and can retire. There are a lot of others in a
far worse position.
Barry, now 73, is looking for some volunteering work to keep him active
in his enforced retirement. Something outdoors, he says.
Return to Index
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The Midwife

Cathy Turner is a midwife at St. Michaels Hospital in Bristol. Most
midwives in the hospital work 12 hour shifts, often being a mixture of
days and nights. Many work for a year on the Central Delivery Suite then
rotate to the ward for a year.The ward consists of high risk antenatal
women, postnatal women and their babies, and an induction suite. The
ratio of midwives to women on the ward is generally 1:8. When lockdown
started Cathy had just rotated from working on the delivery suite to the
ward.
he worst thing about the coronavirus pandemic was the anticipation
and fear of the unknown. We didn't know how it would effect
pregnant women or how it would change the way in which we work.
We had seen the news from Italy and Spain, and were aware that the
hospitals there were working way above capacity. .. and in London ICUs
(intensive care units ) were overwhelmed.

T

Pregnant women were classed as at moderate risk (clinically vulnerable)
and advised to stay at home as much as possible and strictly follow the
advice on social distancing - especially after 28 weeks gestation. Many
shielded in the third trimester. We were expecting
many women to test positive for Covid-19 and we
were prepared for them, but here in the Southwest
- unlike London which suffered a real spike, there
… there
were thankfully fewer cases than anticipated. Our
unit had none of the problems that seemed to have were
effected other countries and St. Michaels was not
thankfully
overwhelmed.

“

fewer cases
than
anticipated.

On admission to St. Michael's hospital women
were tested for Covid-19 and we created a traffic
light system on the ward. We separated women
who were awaiting their results (amber) into
different bays to those with a Covid-19 negative
result (green) and organised different dining times
and bathrooms for each group. We isolated an area of the ward for
coronavirus positive women (blue) but aimed to care for these women
solely on delivery suite until they were discharged home. We chased
results regularly and moved women around the ward accordingly. More
cleaners were employed to cope with the increased demand.

”

In our regular morning handover (change of staff) our Matron provided
daily updates regarding the latest changes in government and RCOG
(Royal college of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists) guidelines and
subsequent changes to our practice. On the wards we wore uniforms,
face masks and washed hands and changed gloves and aprons between
each contact. Hand sanitizer and masks were handed out to all entering
the hospital.
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We had good provision of PPE and remained well staffed. Personally, I
felt safe at work and most importantly felt that we were keeping it safe for
the women and babies in our care.
Women I had spoken to in the antenatal period had voiced their concern
about being cared for by staff wearing PPE, particularly face masks,
however this didn’t seem to be as much of a problem for them as they
had expected. They were also worried about whether partners were
allowed to be present during their labour and birth. In St. Michael’s
hospital a birth partner was allowed to be present for the duration of
labour and birth or for any other admissions to the delivery suite.
In recent years partners have been allowed to stay overnight on the
ward, but during lockdown only in exceptional circumstances was a
partner allowed on the ward at all. For a while we had a no visitor policy
on the ward to ensure the safety of women and babies by reducing
potential exposure to and transmission of the virus. This was particularly
difficult for many fathers, but on the whole women in our care coped
amazingly and were understanding of the reasoning behind this rule.
In the standard 4 bedded bay, women had the curtains around their bed
open more often and communicated more with each other. Without
visitors some felt less self conscious when breastfeeding and shared
their birth stories with each other. There was a real sense of
camaraderie.
As a community of midwives we aim to offer the very best experience for
the women and babies in our care. At the point of discharge from hospital
we ask all women to provide feedback about the care they have
received. These comments and suggestions are taken seriously,
reviewed regularly, reported to staff and considered when changes are
implemented. Safety has always been our priority and has been
paramount throughout the Covid-19 pandemic.

Return to Index
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The Music Makers

Jon Aldous and his son George in Montroy Close became a feature of
lockdown putting on music sessions playing their guitars, and taking
requests, as the community turned out to applaud the NHS and other key
workers on Thursday nights.

A

s I write this on 2nd August 2020 there is growing concern about a
resurgence of the virus. Who knows what further lockdown
measures might be introduced? It would be hard to go back and
we are beginning to enjoy the return of some of our usual freedoms like
having friends round to sit in the garden. Even, in our case, going to the
pub for a drink and a meal after a day out walking, and staying away for
a few days in our camper van.
So a return to the restrictions of March to June would be unwelcome. But
I feel that one of the many things we have learnt from lockdown is that
we can adapt and life, in this relatively privileged part of England at
least, can be tolerable when its forced to be lived at a local level and you
can derive support and pleasure from a sense of community.
The street music developed from
the communal activity of stepping
out onto our drives and doorsteps
on a Thursday night at 8.00 pm to
applaud the NHS workers fighting
the alarming flood of critically ill
patients in our hospital wards. It
was a touching little ceremony
entered into enthusiastically with
spontaneous whooping and
cheering and even banging of
household utensils.
We at No 2 knew our immediate neighbours but it is generally a quiet
street. So it was uplifting to see just about everyone out and, while it may
sound clichéd, there was a communal feeling which we sensed was new
and quite energising.
During the second week a “meme” started circulating on social media – a
parody of The Beatles “I want to hold your hand” with the words changed
to “I Gotta Wash my Hands!”. My friends know of my Beatles obsession
and probably half a dozen of them shared the post with me! By then I
thought we could do something with this.
A friendly neighbour had already experienced my (pretty basic) guitar
playing at parties at our household, had suggested I might play
something on a Thursday night. I was somewhat reluctant initially –
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really unsure of the likely reaction to my generally pretty ancient
repertoire. But at the last minute I sent the “Wash My Hands” video to
everyone on the new WhatsApp chat group set up for the street. It was a
half hearted affair, inadequately prepared, and all the music played from
a small speaker in our drive, which was not loud enough to project up the
whole street, whilst I strummed along and tried to get people joining in.
My younger son, George, recently returned from his London law firm
office to work in our back room, was I think a little embarrassed and left it
to me!
It was a start anyway, some sort of ice breaker. A few people said it was
a good idea but they needed to be able to hear it properly. That was the
encouragement I needed. Judy Garland`s “Somewhere Over the
Rainbow” had become a sort of theme tune to accompany the clapping,
with the rainbow motif decorating front windows and pavements across
the country. So this time I sent the words round to everyone a couple of
days in advance and set up my little band PA
system in the middle of the road as far away from
our house as the extension cable would allow. The
fact that Montroy Close is a cul-de-sac made things
a lot easier. The song faltered in the trickier middle Community
is what
section but people were joining in with the familiar
lovely tune. I could feel a response. Lots of nice
we need
comments came in via the WhatsApp group
right now.
including a request for a repeat the following week
and some videos of the singing. (my wife joined
me on that one!). Comments like: “Everyone
appreciated it” and “Community is what we need
right now”.

“

”

In normal times I am in a band playing a (Beatles heavy) set of 50s – 70s
pop tunes. With our normal regular gigs grinding to a halt this had
become an opportunity for a regular performance with the added bonus
of stopping me getting too rusty. And, yes, of course, it`s nice for the ego
to get enthusiastic feedback. It became clear that people were looking
forward to this time of the week. I invited songs suggestions and an
early one was Bill Wither`s “Lean on Me”, a great choice for a community
feeling of helping each other out. In fact between Thursdays the
WhatsApp group was lively with neighbours recommending delivery
services to each other.
My son George has beautiful soulful voice and he was tempted into the
spotlight to lead that one. There was great participation and clapping
along. “Here Comes the Sun” was popular too.
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We had entered a period of most amazing warm, settled weather which
lasted almost right through the singing sessions, with just one exception.
Week after week we set up the gig in bright sunshine and sunglasses
were often needed.
The musical pattern was established. Just three songs, usually a big
singalong, one featuring George`s great voice and often a Beatles hit.
We were even encouraged to turn up the volume – a real sign of
appreciation. One lovely feature was some dancing – three year old
Clara at the top of the street is a livewire when she is in the mood.
Comments included one from Sue who said: “ Thanks for everything. We
have lived here for 44 years and have never experienced such
community spirit”.

“We have
lived here
44 years
and never
experienced
such
community
spirit.

Another weekly feature was birthday or anniversary
announcements. Maria at No 6 is very much the
street`s social secretary and knows everyone`s
special dates. Just in time she could let us know
whose birthday it was this week so we could lead a
Happy Birthday singalong. Thank goodness for
mobile phones to save having to print the words for
the songs.
Friday May 8 was another hot sunny day and the
whole country was encouraged to celebrate (with
appropriate social distancing from doorsteps) the
75th anniversary of VE Day. (Sadly, at what turned
out to be the peak of the horrendous surge of
hospital deaths).

”

With the street suitably festooned with red, white
and blue bunting, George and I set up in our
driveway, and a good job we did as it left room for some pretty lively
twirling, spinning. and jiving from three year old Clara and some of the
slightly older ladies. We played for a good two hours. Terrific fun. With
a drink or two inside them some of our neighbours seemed to relax in the
sunshine and let themselves go. (Quite amusing actually to observe the
moments when they realised they were getting too close to a neighbour
and backed away suddenly.
At the end of May the government announced that the clapping on
Thursday night was to end, but our gatherings had become so
established that we gauged that people would like to carry on and I was
keen to do that as well. George was getting busier and busier at work
and finding it a struggle to devote time to rehearsing new songs, and
even to be ready to perform at 8.00 pm. So come the end of June it
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seemed that perhaps it was time to call it a day. I was pleased to be able
to announce that we were going to perform on the afternoon of July 4,
the date originally set aside for a bigger street party.
The weather had turned decidedly damper so we set up a gazebo over
our drive and this time my regular band joined me for rocking couple of
hours, and some brilliant community dancing towards the end to add
colour to a video we recorded. A cracking finale to it all, ending on a high.
A few weeks I will treasure for the pleasure it clearly gave and was
received by bringing people together to experience the joy that music
can bring when it is shared. It was never about the quality, but the
shared experience.
Now it’s a quieter time, and when the sun is shining on a Thursday night I
do wonder if we might start it up again. I do know that there will be future
calls to entertain the street and I`m sure we`ll be there.
In the meantime we have got to know our neighbours a little and
shared some fun moments. A hugely positive legacy of this
troublesome health crisis.
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Children talking

How have they responded to the challenges? We talked to some of
them in our community to hear what they felt about lockdown.
Jasper (9)
One of the things we liked best was when Mum organised a ‘ sleep over
‘We got all our duvets, mattresses and pillows and we slept in the front
room. Mum and Dad slept in the front room as well.
Toby ( 7)
We got to choose a film and put names in a hat we watched ‘Happy Feet
‘and ‘Trolls ‘and ‘Lego Jurassic’.
Our neighbours sometimes put films through the letterbox or sometimes
they come over the fence in a fishing net.
I miss school I miss my friends
Jasper
I miss school. I especially miss swimming . I was going to get a medal for
improving . I don’t think I will get that now
Henry - (14)
Making the most of it – the weekend before lockdown
We went rollerblading along Severn Beach the Sunday before lockdown.
It looked as if the lockdown regulations were coming it was going to be
very strict and everyone would have to stay inside. So we thought we
needed to get out and get some exercise. We had a feeling that while we
could, we should.
Lockdown - the good bits.
Enjoying time with my family in a
way that helps me not to worry
We have one game 10 rolls of the
dice each. We’ve done it for ages as
a family. We have to take photos of
the board, because Hooj
(the dog ) walks round and hits the
board with her tail and knocks
everything off. It’s great playing. We
joke and laugh with each other it’s a
good time; we’re not worrying about
friends or family or what is
happening.
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Covid and secondary schooling
Building a Hedgehog House
This is a school project .I think it was just to keep us busy for a couple of
hours. But we don’t have to hand it in at the end.
For PE we have an exercise workout diary. We have to write in how tired
it made us and they have quizzes on what we know.
Returning to school – what will happen ?
Our school is small. The buildings are all very close together. The inside
is small . Before lockdown, if we had a lunch break 60 people would be
squished together trying to eat their lunch, now it can only be 15 people,
I don’t see how they are going to be able to arrange it.
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The Foodbank

Lockdown brought many opportunities to help the needy. Among those
taking up the challenge were Kate and Tony Wright whose involvement
with the local Foodback found them part of a team playing a vital role in
providing food for those who would otherwise go without. And they have
had invaluable support from neighbours as well with regular food
donations. Kate describes their experience.
ony and I like a structure to our week and enjoy being part of a
team, so the thought of lockdown and self isolation was not very
appealing. I had recently been involved with the Bristol North West
Foodbank (part of the Trussell Trust network) and before lockdown had
been helping with their course called ‘Eat Well, Spend Less’.

T

The course is aimed at people who struggle to feed themselves (and
perhaps a family too) who, for whatever reason, have never learned
basic cooking skills. It teaches clients how to
cook simple, nutritional dishes that are cheap
and delicious and includes soup, pasta
sauce, porridge and apple crumble. There
are often up to twelve people, both clients
and helpers in the kitchen space, so due to
the restrictions of social distancing, sadly the
course was not able to run when the
outbreak of Covid-19 occurred.
However, during lockdown the work became
even more important, so local communities
all over the country were rallying to donate
food, and ours was no exception. A resident
in The Crescent, Sally Falconer Hall, appealed for donations and soon
generous bags of food and toiletries were being dropped off at both our
doorsteps.
One week we collected 51kg worth of goods, it was a fantastic amount
and reflected the generosity of our community. A real boost to know that
our neighbourhood was fully behind the project.
In addition, cafes and restaurants which were now forced to close
because of the virus, were donating a lot of unwanted fresh produce. It
became necessary to organise a kitchen team to deal with this increased
amount which is where I became involved.
My job is only a small part of a large team. Donated food has to be
weighed, dated, sorted and then packed into boxes appropriate to
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individual needs. Sometimes clients have no cooking facilities, or they
have no fridge for storage of fresh items, they may have special dietary
requirements or a baby to feed. Sometimes we even have requests for
pet food, an animal being an important and often only ‘companion’.
In the kitchen we quality control the donated fresh food. It is important
that food that is given out is not past its use by date and is of good
quality. People look forward to their deliveries and sometimes it is their
only source of food in the week, so we do not want to disappoint them.
Our job can include washing sacks of carrots, sorting trays of tomatoes,
checking boxes of eggs, and putting bread products into date order. We
have to try and gauge what we might give out that day so the last box
has as many goodies as the first. What we give out is entirely dependent
on what we receive. After Easter we had a huge delivery of Easter eggs!
Because of lockdown people were not buying their usual number of
eggs, so the shops had a surplus which they
donated. This meant that all our clients could
receive a very special treat that week.

“Some

Lockdown meant that it was very difficult for many
people were
people to get to the our centre as public transport
was seen to be a high risk area and with no
simply
schools open children were at home. Some people
afraid to
were simply afraid to leave the house.
leave the
Consequently a special team of delivery drivers
house.
was set up and my husband Tony volunteered for
this role which he has found very humbling.
Clients have cried as he delivered their boxes, and
one recipient commented that it was so wonderful to have some food
because it had been so difficult to smell her neighbour’s cooking when
she was hungry and had nothing to cook.

”

Although the users are very appreciative, we too as volunteers
acknowledge what our Foodbank has given us. It has provided a
valuable structure to our week and has given us an important sense of
purpose during a time when so many people were having both these
things taken from them. When the furlough scheme finishes we fear that
the need for foodbanks will be even greater, so I hope we will be able to
continue to help in some small way.
www.bristolnorthwestfoodbank.org.uk
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The new baby

Elizabeth Newman describes the challenging experience of becoming a
grandmother for the first time amidst the restrictions of the coronavirus
epidemic and whilst the new mother, her daughter Laura, suffered
worrying complications.

O

ver 200,000 babies were born in the UK during lockdown. This is
the story of just one of them – my granddaughter Rosa.

Last Autumn my daughter Laura and son-in-law Richard told us that they
were expecting a baby in late May. Of course we were overjoyed, but as
we moved into the new year, and coronavirus seem to be dominating all
our news, it became obvious but this baby was going to be born in
lockdown.
Laura’s pregnancy was largely straightforward, and she and Richard
coped well with the cancelled antenatal classes relocated to Zoom and
the lack of opportunity to make contact with other new parents to be.
Unfortunately on April 22nd, Laura became unwell and it became evident
that she had pre–eclampsia, a condition that could put her life in danger.
She would have to be monitored in hospital well
before the baby was due on May 22nd. St
Michael`s would be performing a balancing act
between preserving her life and health and that of
The risk of
her unborn baby.

“

infection
was high so
no-one was
allowed to
visit her ..

Covid added another layer of complication. The risk
of infection was high so no one was allowed to visit
her, not even Richard.

My daughter, whilst not enjoying being in hospital,
was very happy to accept she was getting the best
possible care. She remained remarkably buoyant
and cheerful, with only one small weep when she
was told that that the promised return home after a couple of nights of
observation, was not going to happen. Her condition was not improving
and she was going to have to stay on the ward until the baby was born.
Managing the balancing act would mean that she would have to be
induced, not the natural birth that she and Richard had hoped and
planned for.

”

What followed was the only support we could offer. We met in the car
park outside St Michael`s, and we did so every day come rain or shine,
my husband Chris and I alternating shifts with Richard; me and Chris in
the morning, and Richard in the afternoon.
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We wracked our brains for things to keep her head and her hands
occupied; taking in balls of wool and knitting needles, fat
paperbackbooks for her to read, plus the customary magazines and
chocolates. Richard got the joy of taking her dirty laundry home to wash!
They ought to put up a plaque on the hospital wall we spent so much
time in that car park, and we were not alone, it became the meeting
place for countless families .
In May we had a heat wave, Friday May 1st was very hot. This was the
day that Laura was to be induced and, although the nursing staff were
brilliant, I felt upset that because the risk of infection from Covid-19, my
child was facing this particular journey on her own, without husband or
Mum and Dad to support her. Richard was to be allowed in the delivery
room, when, in the words of the
midwife ‘she starts pushing ‘ he could
stay for the birth of the baby, but he
was warned that he couldn’t stay for
much longer after that.
At home in The Crescent, I lit two
candles and we waited …
Contractions started at midnight on
Saturday 2nd and Richard was called
by the midwife at 2 a.m. arriving at 3.00 am. The medical staff thought
the birth would happen quickly, but it was not until 12.30 the following
day that Rosa Jane was born by caesarean section, a fine healthy girl, 3
weeks early, weighing just over 6 lbs.
Richard was allowed to stay with his new family for 2 hours (longer than
he had been told), then went home and slept, but he was not to be
allowed back in the hospital until Laura and Rosa had been signed off
with a clean bill of health 48 hours later – and although they were able to
talk on the phone, and Richard had friends who called to support him.
Richard described it as a ‘grim time ‘.
A new mother and baby normally receives lots of visitors, - but there
were none for Rosa and Laura - lots of presents though. Clothes, quilts,
a zoo of cuddly toys and clothes for Rosa, and a surprising amount of
cheese and chocolate brownies to sustain her parents .Two days later,
Richard was able to collect them . He bought them home via our house.
Social distancing meant that no contact with our new grand daughter
was allowed, or a congratulatory hug for Laura and Richard; we were
permitted only to peer at her through the closed window of the car.
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Rosa felt distant, like one driven past in a large black car, sliding away
without you really seeing anything. Two weeks isolation followed. None
of the help from family members, such as holding the baby, bathing,
cooking and cleaning that generally happens when a new baby is born,
was allowed. Long telephone calls had to suffice.
It wasn’t until the prime minster relaxed the rules sufficiently that Chris
and I were able to become their nominated social bubble – and could
hold Rosa and recapture some semblance of normality. We were the
lucky ones. With Richard’s parents living over 100 miles away in
Leighton Buzzard, it was 3 months before they could view their new
granddaughter in person, and not through Zoom, and then it had to be
from a social distance – no cuddles
What of the star of the show I hear you ask? Now 21 weeks at the time
of writing, she is thriving. She smiles and communicates with us with little
baby chirrups which I am certain she thinks is her contribution to the
conversation. She is quite unbothered by the strange conditions of the
world she had entered and her Mum, Dad and grandparents are all
relieved and delighted.
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Lockdown with a camera

Nicky and Jeremy Biggs documented their experiences during lockdown
in a series of pictures.

T

his pandemic has brought such a strange mixture of feelings, an
apprehension that the virus would inevitably reach us, balanced
with the comforting
pleasures of home and
garden as we tried to hide
away and keep ourselves
and our loved ones safe. The
renewed sense of our strong
local community has also
been gratifying. Clapping for
carers felt like a bonding
between neighbours as much
as an appreciation of the
NHS
The street WhatsApp group
shows the resilience and
helpfulness of our particular
community. We admire the
neighbours who are mask
making and foodbank
supporting, along with the
music makers, book swappers etc that have kept the group so active.
At 58B we have spent time watching the world go by, particularly the
wildlife, recording some of it on a remote camera during the night. We
then spent some time making barricades to stop the badgers getting in
as they were causing
problems in the garden.
We have planted our
garden and watched the
seeds grow, we’ve picked
the flowers, tended the
fruit and vegetables and
are now starting to reap
the harvest. We’re so
lucky to have a wonderful
large garden and we also
have the benefit of our
allotment in Bishopston.
Mostly we've got used to
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a more gentle rhythm of
days, just the two of us.
That way we felt we were
safe enough to continue
taking care of our elderly
mothers who depend on
us. My mother celebrated
her 96th birthday in
lockdown.
We've started exercise
regimes that have
changed with the
weather, as I write we're
experiencing an incredibly hot spell and I'm so grateful to be a member
of wonderful Henleaze swimming lake. I'm swimming daily and
recognise other residents of our road who also swim there. We wave at
each other as we go past.
We`ve had a brief holiday, not exactly far away, I camped in the garden!
It was rather fun. I'm going to do it again.
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The virtual social life

Lockdown meant any sort of normal social life was put on hold. Meetings
friends and family was not possible. It led to a virtual social life - keeping
in touch via social media apps like Zoom which became hugely popular
almost overnight. For Annabelle Cartwright and her husband David it was
a chance to explore new ways of meeting friends, even holding virtual
dinner parties.

A

s a fairly sociable person the thought of shielding at home for
twelve plus weeks was a rather daunting prospect. There was the
understandable worry regarding what would happen if I caught the
virus as a vulnerable person to the frustration of not being able to leave
home. Our social life was very definitely going to take a big hit along with
the social interaction that it brings.
Fortunately everything was not lost
and the miracle of social media came
to our rescue! Chatting with friends
and family over FaceTime and
WhatsApp as opposed to the phone
was a good starting point . Things
quickly moved on and Zoom entered
our lives, Saturday nights were
looking up!
Our first tentative steps into the world
of Zoom came in the form of a curry evening. Five households joined
together, all eating curry, drinking, catching up on our news and
dissecting the new restrictions. The evening then developed into a
competitive Trivial Pursuit’s style quiz. The evening was deemed a great
success when three and a half hours later we all felt it was time for bed!
Our next Saturday night’s
entertainment came in the form of a
cocktail evening. Drinks cabinets
were emptied and forgotten about
spirits emerged from the depths of
the cupboard. What was the most
interesting cocktail you could make
with the alcohol you already had in
the house? In our house we were
hampered by a lack of mixers and
ended up with a rather strong gin
and martini mix which won’t be repeated.
A couple of weeks later it was time for ‘Name that Tune’. Each household
chose a tune from each of five categories, all-time favourite, cheesy,
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musical, special moment and childhood memory. It was an entertaining
evening and confirmed to my husband and I that our musical knowledge
was poor to say the least as we scored 3 out of 15!
Now we were getting ambitious in our plans. A murder
mystery evening beckoned– Murder in the Red
Room! We found a virtual game online and parts
were fittingly distributed. Dressing up was obligatory
and the highlight of my evening was seeing my other
half wearing the top half of his dinner suit with a pair of
shorts! While I raided my vintage bag for hat and
stole. The murder was duly solved and it turned
out we had all been pretty good detectives.
Next up was an evening’s wine tasting. How to
organise this was proving trickier as opening a number of bottles of wine
for two was going to be expensive! After much deliberation someone saw
a special offer with Naked Wines for six bottles for £30. Our problem was
solved. Armed with a long list of tasting notes and some cheese we
began debating the merits of some rather mediocre wine. Was the
intensity, low, medium or high? What were the aroma’s like? Did it have
legs? Would we buy it again? To which the answers were a resounding
no apart from one bottle of red. The following week turned out to be
rather boozy as we had 5 part drunk bottles of wine to consume!
Following on from the wine tasting
was a quiz night. Each household
chose a theme and came up with the
questions, categories ranged from
Bristol to sex and politics and finally
ending with how well do you know
your partner? How well do you know
your partner provided much hilarity
especially when we had to find an
item our partners never use! Before
you ask an iron and a dishwasher
(photo) were in brought to the table!
As I write this we are in the middle of June and restrictions are lifting. I’m
wondering if our dinner party tomorrow evening will be our last Zoom
night. Will all eight of us, even shielders be together in the garden in a
few weeks time. Six months ago who would have imagined this would
have been our social life! Dare I even dream about a dinner party in the
house in the not too distant future?
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DIY benefits

Among the upsides of lockdown has been not only a chance to get those
jobs done around the house and garden, but also an opportunity for
some serious (socially distanced) chatting. Chris Newman, who is good
at both, describes his experience of meeting neighbours and swapping
materials.

D

uring lockdown I spent quite a lot of time standing outside my
garage in my driveway making things. I have been struck by the
number of people who stop and chat, out of curiosity and to see
what I am putting together from my collection of old pieces of wood and
metal - what my partner generally describes as ‘old tat’.
In any given day two or three people, men, women or family groups, stop
to have the ‘ what are you making’
conversation. “What are you making it out
of ?” And : “Where did you get the
materials?”
There is a curiosity and interest in making
– especially in these lockdown times. I
am a confirmed addict of making
‘something for nothing’ out of scraps bits
of wood, bits of metal, textiles etc that I
traded or were given to me.
I also follow this principle through. If
anyone comes to my garage door and
asks if I have, for example, a piece of 3
by 20 plywood or ‘”Would you swap me
that piece of wood for some
corrugated iron which would just
suit the roof of my shed?` This results in me looking in my store
of ‘things that will come in handy ‘ to see if I can lend or give
them.
Neighbours are kind (often through WhatsApp) and often
acquire ‘bits and pieces’ to add to my ‘collections’ – for
example the deep beds in my garden are now full of the topsoil
donated by a generous neighbour
I have chatted to passers by about, my pendulum
harmonograph, my five string banjo (being originally from
Africa but adopted by the white population as if it was
their idea and lots of other fascinating topics. Just two
examples, but the variety is endless.
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If I had not been’ chatting ‘ in my driveway ,I would not have I met the
son of my old primary school head teacher. It turned out we were in the
same class!
I have learnt about the working and retirement lives of shop workers, IT
specialists, keen embroiders, doctors, nurses, furloughed theatre
workers, and food bank volunteers to name but a few.
I had no idea that my neighbourhood was populated by such a variety of
people. Chatting to my neighbours in my garden has bought my
community and my making into my home.
Chris is also a regular customer of our local store - Henleaze Hardware
where Finn, the man behind the counter, describes how lockdown
brought an unexpected bonus.

I

couldn’t believe the volume of traffic at the
beginning of lockdown. Everybody was
painting their houses and taking on
renovating jobs. They were gardening,
repairing and tidying up generally . We were
selling lots of paint. We are quite a small shop
and not used to having so many people at a
time!
We stayed open throughout lockdown, no
furlough needed at all. I thought we might
have to close, but thanks to Henleaze
residents who love their homes, we didn’t.
It’s tapered off now there’s only so many walls
you can paint!
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Home Schooling roller coaster

Home schooling has been a challenge for parents who have come up
with differing ways of coping. Some have been outlined earlier in these
stories. Here are the experiences of two other mothers - first Maria
Hammond, then Josephine Evans.

C

oronavirus hits the UK. Here are my thoughts. There have been
many positives. The DIY that I've been nagging my partner to do
forever got done. My son who is six has learnt to ride his bike
without stabilisers, he learnt to play chess and he's now learning tennis.
We took part in a World Record breaker competition and beat a world
record for the most people online drawing at the same time. We've also
enjoyed finding new places like Abbots Pool, Sneyd Park Nature
Reserve and Stoke Park. We have enjoyed not having the stress of
going away or having the pressure of house
visitors.
For me I found the initial bit of lockdown the
easiest as it was all novel, and it was fair
enough we all couldn't go out except for one
piece of exercise. It was harder when some
children were allowed back to school but not
others.
The negatives:- The biggest one for me is the
social aspect for Nathan, my six year old son.
His year group has a strong clique. So in
lockdown Nathan hasn't seen many of his
school friends.But, one consolation, we built a tree
house in our conifers.
My daughter who is two misses the animal parks
and keeps asking if she can go on holiday. So
whilst she can't say that she's missing things
inevitably she is. I miss the church groups for her.
Megan had her birthday in lockdown so we were
able to take advantage of the rainbow cakes in Tescos.
The hardest thing has been all the cooking as I'm no chef and with one
child not eating rice the other not eating potatoes or chips, meals are a
chore. We've managed but it has seemed relentless. I am craving a day
away from kids preferably in a Spa or a hot country.
Megan largely gets left to her own devises whilst I try to teach Nathan.
I'm an ex year one teacher so that should help but I left teaching for a
reason. It was hard. Nathan has quite a short attention span and I've
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ended up on occasion practically doing
some of the work for him.
But, as a change, he did the 30 day Lego
challenge which he enjoyed.
Typically we would start schooling about
9:15 and do phonics and writing. Nathan
would often declare that phonics is boring!!
On a good day I've seen his handwriting
improve massively as he's having one to
one teaching as opposed to thirty in the
class. On a bad day I have been stabbed
with the pencil. We would have break at ten
then to Maths until lunch at quarter to
twelve. In the afternoon, while our two year old naps, Nathan would read
and do some topic work until 2.30 when school would end.
This hasn't done anything for my relationship with him. We allowed him
to have Minecraft and this is totally addictive. I have to peel him away
from it to do his school work. Normally my partner takes my daughter off
in the morning so I can teach him. He would actually make a better
teacher in the delivery but the preparation is just not his thing. We
personally would like Nathan back in school so we were looking forward
to September when they re-opening. Thankfully at least Megan has been
in nursery one day a week.
Maria Hammond

Everything started so well

I

thought home-schooling wouldn’t be too much of a challenge, naively I
thought how hard could it be. I’d always fancied myself as teacher,
little did I know!

Everything started so well, my children were excited by the idea of not
going to school and we planned a whole timetable for the week and my
daughter even created a sign for her ‘home school’ – that was day one things rapidly went downhill.
We started in the living room with her and I on the sofa sharing a coffee
table whilst I tried to also get on with my job at the same time… I soon
learned that I had to give her my full attention, so we moved to the dining
room with a table, problem solved I thought!
Not so, trying to show her sums in a typical maths lesson or any video
school were kind enough to send through to ease the pain would result in
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exclamations of ‘I don’t have to look I can hear’ whilst spinning round and
round on her chair, pushing against me - I’m also a ‘rubbish teacher’. I
would feel my blood pressure rising and
feelings of I can’t do this, and also, I
don’t want to!
We ended up settling into a routine of
getting through the mornings with a lot of
‘carrots’ and hopefully not too many
‘sticks’!
In order to get some work done in the
afternoons I selfishly decided to show
some films I enjoyed from my childhood,
so out came the Railway Children, the
Secret Garden series from the 1970’s,
Jason and the Argonauts (leading
naturally to Clash of the Titans) but we
haven’t braved Watership Down yet!
Perhaps I’ll save that one along with Kes
for the next lockdown!
Josephine Evans
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VE Day

Friday May 8th 2020 marked the 75th anniversary of VE Day - the end of
war in Europe. Despite the coronavirus restrictions there were
celebrations throughout the country whilst recognising the continuing
need for social distancing. In The Crescent, and surrounding streets,
residents celebrated in their front gardens with tea parties and bunting.
Some even dressed up 1940s style.
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First Times

With lockdown forcing the closure of so many facilities, the gradual
easing of restrictions brought a tentative return to some sort of normality.
That led to to many “First time since lockdown” outings to the places
that, for months, had been out of bounds. Here are some of the first time
experiences we have come across.

The Library - Sarah Thorne

A

s a member of a book group or two, one of the things I have
struggled with during lockdown is getting hold of printed reading
matter. Although book group choices have been available in
electronic versions, I haven't enjoyed more screen time after a day at the
“on-line” office upstairs. Luckily the community spirit has led to people in
the neighbourhood sharing their used
books in boxes at the end of gardens
and drives and I have encountered
and enjoyed a few new authors.
On Monday 13th July, central library
opened its doors for people wishing to
reserve and collect items, so I was
very excited to take up this
opportunity. I phoned the library, and
after a very quick response, I ordered
5 books and 2 DVDs. I then popped
out for a wonderful swim at Henleaze
Lake, to find that I'd missed a
telephone call, and that my items were
ready for collection. A few days later, I
cycled into town to pick up the items in
their canvas bag to retrieve 4 books, 1
which I had ordered and 3 substitutes,
mainly sequels.
Although I have had more success
with my orders since, it was delightful to visit Henbury library on
19th August and to have the opportunity, once sanitised and briefed, to
browse the shelves and select my own reading matter. The staff were
incredibly helpful, there was plenty of space and I managed to find
everything I was looking for. Interesting to see that the self service
system was back in place, and in many ways, it was as it always had
been. I understand that we will be able to reserve books soon, and I'm
looking forward to an even greater selection of printed reading matter as
the days become shorter, and autumn and winter come.
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Eating out - Josephine Evans.
Josie and her husband Rich`s first visit to a restaurant after lockdown
was to celebrate their 13th wedding anniversary at Little French on
Northumbria Drive,

W

hen you go out for a meal you want to feel that it’s a bit special.
You certainly want to feel absolutely safe. Covid has interrupted
what in the past what would be a wonderful positive experience.

We sat in the courtyard outside the building. There were no masks and
the restaurant had sorted everything out extremely well.
It was stilted at first, it was almost bound to be. The need to stay back
from the restaurant staff, the offering of hand sanitizer, all strange and
much less sociable.
We were seated and handed individual menus, no sharing allowed. We
had to take our cutlery from the waiting staff
rather than it being all laid out as it was preCovid.
The menu looked promising and absolutely
delivered what we had come for. I had Moules
Mariniere, a favourite and I’ve really missed
fresh seafood during lockdown and my husband
had lamb cutlets with sourdough bread. As he
has been making his own sourdough in
lockdown (along with everyone else) it was good
to see how the experts do it!
We compared notes on the deliciousness of our
dishes and waxed lyrical at the butter with salt crystals - such a nice
touch.
For our main course we ordered a shared dish of guinea fowl which was
bought in with a nice touch of ceremony. The skin was perfect. The
guinea fowl was served with a delicious oregano jus on the bottom, garlic
mayo and delicious frites, lovely and light with just the right amount of
crunch, a far cry from the kids’ frozen ones. Definitely no room for
pudding - unfortunately.
The chef clearly had a high level of expertise. The quality of the
ingredients just shone through and here was some lovely detail to make
us feel special. At the beginning of the meal we were presented with a
box, what could be in there I wondered, it turned out to be a large
peppermill – which probably had to be sanitised between users – a
necessity in Covid days but done with a nice touch.
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All was washed down with lovely bottle of house
red that they were also selling in the shop set up
in the inside of the restaurant that Covid had
denied us from enjoying.
Creating intimacy in a restaurant takes a lot of
work to make it feel seamless. As the customer
you don’t have to think of how this is created, but I
found myself thinking about it a lot and discovered
that the level of attentiveness and consideration
detail was still there both in the food and the
service.
I was conscious that they were trying in clever ways to break down the
barrier that Covid had created and Little French did this extremely well
and there was no way Covid was going interrupt my enjoyment of good
food, in a lovely setting on a wonderful occasion.

The Hairdressers - Hannah Hedinger

H

aving not had my hair cut since December, post lockdown my
locks were in dire need of a serious snip! Once restrictions were
lifted and hairdressers were able to reopen again on Saturday
5th July, I called on Friday 4th to book an appointment. The earliest they
could fit me in was Friday 17th July at 4pm. Fine I said, I’ll take it!
The voice at the end of the phone proceeded to inform me of four key
things I needed to know:
1.
Please arrive on time, and not before, to limit the number of people
in the salon
2.
Please wear a face mask if you wish, although this is not
compulsory
3.
Please bring a bag to your coat/bag in, as they wouldn’t be hanging
anything up
4.
No refreshments will be served
I didn’t mind, I was just pleased to be getting my hair
cut. The day came. I arrived promptly at the
hairdressers at 4pm. Before I entered I put on my
face covering. The staff were busy, but one greeted
me and asked me to take a seat as they weren’t
quite ready. All wore plastic face shields and plastic
aprons. All the other clients were wearing masks too.
There was antibacterial gel to use as you arrived.
The reception desk had a plastic shield in front of it.
The more I looked the more plastic I saw.
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A plastic shield to separate the client from the staff when having your hair
washed.
Another screen to separate the clients adjacent to one another.
It was my turn. I was asked to wear a disposable plastic apron, a poor
substitute for the cloak one usually wears to keep the hair from getting
into all those nooks and crannies. The towels used to ‘dry’ my hair,
were also disposable.
We chatted as I had my haircut. Me, in my face covering, wondering
could actually be heard or understood properly as I competed with the
water running or the hair dryer going in other parts of the salon.
I was also asked for my name, address and phone number –so that if
needs be they could track and trace me if someone known to them who I
had crossed paths with has coronavirus! That was a surprise to me, not
previously mentioned on the phone.
As I left I realised the back of my t-shirt around my neck was damp, such
was the inefficiency of the disposable towels! Oh well, I was just pleased
to have an hour of ‘me time’ without the children, and to come away
glossy, flowing hair and that ‘fresh from the hair salon’ feeling. It was the
same, but yet very different. I wonder if it will ever go back to how it was.
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